Reflective supertype information (RSI) is useful for many instrumentation-based dynamic analyses on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). On the one hand, while such information can be obtained when performing the instrumentation within the same JVM process executing the instrumented program, in-process instrumentation severely limits the code coverage of the analysis. On the other hand, performing the instrumentation in a separate process can achieve full code coverage, but complete RSI is generally not available, often requiring expensive runtime checks in the instrumented program. Providing accurate and complete RSI in the instrumentation process is challenging because of dynamic class loading and classloader namespaces. In this paper, we present a novel technique to accurately reify complete RSI in a separate instrumentation process. We implement our technique in the dynamic analysis framework DiSL and evaluate it on a task profiler, achieving speedups of up to 45% for an analysis with full code coverage.
Introduction
Dynamic analyses are essential tools in the development and maintenance of applications. A practical dynamic analysis should be efficient (i.e., it should not cause a significant slowdown of the application being analyzed) and guarantee full code coverage (i.e., it should profile every relevant event). Our work targets dynamic analyses on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Such analyses often rely on bytecode instrumentation frameworks 1 to insert the monitoring code into selected methods, to collect the desired dynamic metrics at runtime.
The availability of accurate and complete reflective supertype information (RSI ; i.e., information about all direct and indirect supertypes of a class) at instrumentation-time often allows more efficient dynamic analyses. Consider an analysis targeting every thread spawned by an application (e.g., all subtypes of class java.lang.Thread). If complete RSI is available at instrumentation-time, the weaver can instrument only Thread and its subtypes, leaving all other classes untouched and reducing the overhead of the instrumentation. On the contrary, if complete RSI is not available, the weaver may have to instrument many more classes loaded by the application, inserting expensive runtime checks into the instrumented code to determine whether a class represents a thread, introducing additional runtime overhead.
Unfortunately, existing approaches to expose RSI at instrumentation-time suffer from serious limitations. On the one hand, static analysis does not guarantee accurate and complete RSI, as it cannot always handle classloader namespaces correctly (e.g., it may not process classes loaded by custom classloaders), although classloaders play an important role in many frameworks such as in the dynamic module system OSGi [22] . Moreover, due to dynamic class loading, static analysis may not see all relevant classes. Nonetheless, some frameworks that perform static instrumentation (such as the AspectJ [10] compile-time weaver and abc [1] ) resort to static analysis, yielding possibly inaccurate or incomplete RSI.
On the other hand, obtaining accurate and complete RSI when performing load-time instrumentation in the observed JVM is possible, although such an approach also has serious drawbacks. In such a setting, the weaver can access the Class instances of the supertypes of the class under instrumentation, allowing the inspection of RSI. Unfortunately, this approach can interfere with the instrumentation of the Java class library, class loading, and JVM initialization [2, 9] . To mitigate these problems, in-process load-time weavers (such as the AspectJ load-time weaver) often prevent any instrumentation of the Java class library, leading to limited code coverage.
To instrument all loaded classes, frameworks such as DiSL [11] perform instrumentation in a JVM running in a separate process. 2 In this setting, instrumenting the Java class library is possible, but classloader information and Class instances of the instrumented application are not available. While providing full code coverage, the instrumentation process has access only to limited RSI and cannot access classloader namespaces.
In this paper, we present a novel technique to accurately reify the class hierarchy (including classloader namespaces) of the instrumented application within a separate instrumentation process, such that accurate and complete RSI is available for each class to be instrumented. We implement our technique in the dynamic analysis framework DiSL [11] . Our enhanced DiSL framework ensures that the instrumentation process is aware of classloader namespaces and correctly deals with homonym classes defined by different classloaders; accurate and complete RSI is guaranteed available even if some supertypes are defined by different classloaders.
Our work makes the following contributions. We present a new API to accurately reify complete RSI within the DiSL instrumentation process (Sec. 4). Our technique ensures that supertypes are instrumented before subtypes, and exposes classloader namespaces to the instrumentation logic. It handles several special cases, such as the core Java classes loaded in the primordial phase of the JVM (Sec. 5). Moreover, we show that our approach enables significant speedups wrt. the current DiSL release (up to 45%) for a task profiler when analyzing the DaCapo benchmarks [3] with full code coverage (Sec. 6). We complement the paper with background information on the used technologies (Sec. 2), a motivating example (Sec. 3), a discussion of advanced features and limitations of our approach (Sec. 7) , and a comparison with related work (Sec. 8).
Background
Before presenting our work, we introduce some preliminary information on classloaders, reflective information, the interfaces used to support our approach (JVMTI and JNI), and DiSL. 2 We use the term instrumentation process to refer to the process where the JVM instance performing the instrumentation is running.
Classloaders A Java class 3 is created by loading a binary representation of the class (i.e., classfile) using a classloader, which is responsible for locating the corresponding classfile, parsing it, and constructing a class representation within the JVM. A classloader can either be the bootstrap classloader or a user-defined classloader. 4 The bootstrap classloader, supplied by the JVM, is responsible for loading the Java core classes (e.g., the java.* package), while a user-defined classloader is responsible for loading application classes. All user-defined classloaders are subtypes of java.lang.ClassLoader. The standard user-defined classloader used to load the main class of an application (i.e., the application classloader) can only locate classfiles in the application classpath (specified by the user at JVM startup). Developers can create their own userdefined classloaders to extend this behaviour. This is needed if an application fetches classfiles from other locations (such as a remote server) or loads special classes (such as encrypted or dynamically generated ones).
When a classloader CL is requested to load a class C, it can either load the class itself or delegate loading to another classloader. In the former case, CL is known as the defining classloader of C. Each class has a single defining classloader. The bootstrap classloader cannot delegate classloading. Normally, a class C is loaded when another previously loaded class D references it. The first classloader that attempts loading C is the defining classloader of D. 5 A class may be loaded before some of its supertypes. Loading C triggers the subsequent loading of its direct supertypes (i.e., its superclass and all directly implemented interfaces) if they are not yet loaded. Due to delegation, it is possible that the defining classloader of a class is different from the one of its supertypes.
At runtime, a class is determined by its fully qualified name (i.e., the class name, including the package where the class is defined) and its defining classloader. Several classes with the same fully qualified name may exist at runtime, provided that their defining classloaders are different. To this end, classloaders maintain different namespaces: a classloader is only aware of the classes it has defined or has delegated loading. Our approach exposes classloader namespaces to an instrumentation process, ensuring that homonym classes defined by different classloaders can be handled correctly, and that RSI is always accessible even if a supertype and a subtype are defined by different classloaders.
Reflective Information Reflective information refers to any information related to a Java class or method available at runtime. Developers can obtain reflective information through the Java Reflection API [16] . Any loaded class is represented by an instance of java.lang.Class, which allows one to inspect reflective information of the corresponding class. Our work focuses on reflective supertype information (RSI), i.e., complete information about all direct and indirect supertypes of a class. Such information could be retrieved by calling Class.getSuperclass and Class.getInterfaces, which return Class instances corresponding to the direct superclass and the directly implemented interfaces of a class, respectively. Complete RSI of a class can be obtained by repeatedly calling these methods on all the supertypes of the class. This approach only works in the process running the application.
If complete RSI is available at instrumentation-time, the weaver can selectively instrument a class based on its position in the type hierarchy, allowing more efficient dynamic analyses. Unfortunately, frameworks performing instrumentation in a separate process cannot access the Class instances of the classes loaded in the target application (because such classes are not loaded in the instrumentation process). Thus, they cannot normally inspect complete RSI. Our approach fills this gap, making complete RSI available to the instrumentation process.
JVMTI and JNI JVMTI 6 (JVM Tool Interface) is an interface that enables inspecting the state of a JVM and controlling the execution of applications running on top of it. JVMTI exposes an API to a native agent (written in C or C++) to be attached to a JVM. The agent runs in the same process and directly communicates with the JVM it is attached to. Among the features offered by the interface, a JVMTI agent can intercept classloading, allowing one to modify the final representation of a class before it is linked in the JVM. Moreover, JVMTI supports heap tagging: agents can assign a unique long value (i.e., a tag) to any object allocated on the heap, as well as retrieve or unset the tag associated to an object. Untagged objects have a tag of 0. Agents can also be notified when a tagged object is reclaimed by the garbage collector, executing custom code when this occurs. JNI 7 (Java Native Interface) is a standard interface for writing native Java methods. Similarly to JVMTI, developers can call the JNI methods from native agents attached to a JVM. Amongst others, JNI allows agents to call methods of Java objects from native code. JNI is not available during the early initialization phase of the JVM (i.e., the primordial phase). Our approach makes use of a combination of JVMTI and JNI to expose RSI and classloader namespaces to the instrumentation process.
DiSL DiSL [11] is a dynamic analysis framework based on Java bytecode instrumentation. In DiSL, developers write instrumentation code in the form of snippets, based on AspectOriented Programming (AOP) principles that allow a concise implementation of runtime monitoring tools. DiSL allows developers to specify where a snippet should be woven through markers (specifying which parts of a method to instrument, such as method bodies, basic blocks, etc.), annotations (specifying where a snippet must be inserted wrt. a marker, e.g., before or after method bodies), scope (specifying which classes or methods shall be instrumented based on a pattern matching scheme) and guards (predicate methods enabling the evaluation of conditionals at instrumentation-time to determine whether a snippet should be woven or not in the method being instrumented). Snippets and guards have access to context information provided via method arguments. Context information can be either static (i.e., static information limited to constants) or dynamic (i.e., including local variables and the operand stack). Dynamic information can be accessed only by snippets.
DiSL performs the instrumentation in a separate JVM process (i.e., the instrumentation server). A native JVMTI agent attached to the observed JVM intercepts classloading, sending each loaded class to the instrumentation server. The DiSL weaver guarantees full code coverage of an analysis. In particular, DiSL allows one to instrument classes in the core Java libraries, which cannot normally be instrumented with in-process instrumentation. While providing full code coverage, the latest DiSL release 8 does not have access to complete RSI and is unaware of classloader namespaces. As a consequence, it cannot instrument classes based on their position in the type hierarchy, and treats as equal classes with the same fully qualified name but different defining classloaders. Our work tackles this issue, providing complete RSI and classloader namespaces to the weaver. This information can be inspected thanks to our new DiSL Reflection API, described in Section 4.
Motivating Example
In this section, we discuss the limitations of existing instrumentation techniques in offering full code coverage and accessing RSI, motivating the need for a new approach. As running example, we consider a simple dynamic analysis that profiles the execution of method m (with any parameters and return type) in all subtypes of A (including A itself). To correctly determine the classes to instrument, the weaver has to retrieve complete RSI for each class. We first discuss the benefits and limitations of implementing such an analysis with prevailing techniques, and highlight the importance of taking classloader namespaces into account; then, we outline how our approach overcomes these limitations.
Compile-time Instrumentation A possible approach is to implement the analysis with compile-time instrumentation (i.e., replacing existing classfiles with instrumented ones), for example resorting to the compile-time weaver of the AspectJ AOP framework [10] . Figure 1(a) shows the code for implementing the analysis in AspectJ. Compile-time instrumentation typically resorts to static analysis to derive the type hierarchy of an application, so as to insert instrumentation code (line 4) only in A and its subtypes. Unfortunately, static analysis cannot guarantee accurate and complete RSI, as it lacks information about which classes will be loaded at runtime (due to dynamic class loading). Moreover, it may not handle classloader namespaces correctly (e.g., it may not process classes loaded by custom classloaders). Such limited RSI may lead to failures in instrumenting all relevant classes (e.g., every subtype of A), resulting in an analysis with limited code coverage.
Load-time In-process Instrumentation Another approach is load-time instrumentation, performing the instrumentation within the observed JVM process (an approach known as in-process instrumentation). In this setting, instrumentation occurs right after a class has been loaded (before it is linked by the JVM). Interfaces such as those of the Java Instrumentation API [13] enable intercepting and instrumenting each loaded class, including dynamically loaded classes or those defined by custom classloaders. For example, the AspectJ load-time weaver operates in such a setting.
While obtaining complete RSI using load-time instrumentation is possible, such an approach has serious drawbacks. On the one hand, the weaver has access to the classloader used to load a class (provided as argument to a ClassFileTransformer), and can call Class.forName (passing the classloader as an argument) to access the Class instances of the direct supertypes; then, it can use this approach recursively to get the Class instances of all indirect supertypes. On the other hand, this approach interferes with the instrumentation of the Java Reflection API and can cause infinite recursions if the instrumentation is not handled with care. Moreover, agents making use of the Java class library can interfere with the instrumentation of the Java class library itself (in practice this is often the case, unless the whole instrumentation logic is implemented as a native-code agent). To prevent interferences with class loading and JVM initialization [2, 9] , in-process load-time weavers often prevent instrumentation of the Java class library altogether. 9 Similar to the previous case, the resulting analyses usually suffer from limited code coverage. For example, subtypes of A inside java.* cannot be instrumented.
Load-time Out-of-process Instrumentation Another alternative is performing the instrumentation at load-time in a JVM instance running in a different process (an approach 9 For example, AspectJ prevents the instrumentation of classes in the packages java.*, javax.*, and sun.reflect.*. More details are available at https://eclipse.org/aspectj/doc/released/devguide/ltw-specialcases.html. known as out-of-process instrumentation). This setting prevents any interference with class loading or JVM initialization and enables full code coverage. For example, DiSL [11] employs load-time out-of-process instrumentation and can instrument every loaded class, including Java core classes.
Unfortunately, the instrumentation process has no access to complete RSI, because it cannot access the Class instances of the target application. In particular, the weaver can only inspect the names of the direct supertypes of a class (as they are encoded in the classfile), while any other information on the direct and indirect supertypes may be missing. To implement the target analysis in such a setting (while ensuring full code coverage), the weaver must resort to expensive runtime checks (i.e., using the instanceof operator) to detect subtypes of A. Figure 1 (b) shows a DiSL snippet implementing the analysis. The snippet instructs the weaver to instrument all methods named m of every loaded class (line 1), executing the profiling logic (line 4) only if the current object is an instance of A (line 3). 10 The performance penalty introduced by such checks may be significant, especially if m is a method defined in many classes or a constructor. While guaranteeing full code coverage, the resulting analysis can be quite inefficient.
Classloader Namespaces Classloaders maintain their own namespaces and are unaware of the classes defined by other classloaders. As a result, two classloaders can define different classes with the same fully qualified name. This situation can lead to incomplete instrumentation if not carefully handled by the weaver. To better understand this issue, consider the classes shown in Figure 2 , and suppose that all of them are loaded by the application. Classes B and C (lines 2-3) are located in the classpath and are defined by classloader CL1 (i.e., the application classloader), while those at lines 6-7 are located outside the classpath and are defined by classloader CL2 (i.e., a custom classloader). To guarantee a correct analysis, the weaver must ensure that only classes B and C defined by CL2 are instrumented (as they are subtypes of A), leaving untouched those defined by CL1 (which are not subtypes of A). Unfortunately, compile-time instrumentation may not process classes loaded by custom classloaders such as CL2.
As a result, it may miss the instrumentation of B and C loaded by CL2.
Moreover, suppose now that our analysis targets subtypes of B rather than A. A flexible instrumentation framework should provide users a way to define at instrumentationtime which of the two B classes fall within the scope of the analysis (e.g., instrument only subtypes of B defined by CL2), such that the weaver may instrument classes based on their defining classloaders. Both AspectJ and DiSL does not offer such functionality, requiring the insertion of runtime checks to retrieve the defining classloader of a class and, if the classloader matches the one targeted by the analysis, executing instrumentation code.
Our Solution Our approach reconciles the benefit offered by out-of-process instrumentation (i.e., full code coverage) with the provisioning of accurate and complete RSI and classloader namespaces. We implement our technique in an extended version of DiSL, where the weaver reifies classloader namespaces. Our solution avoids the expensive runtime checks required by the current DiSL release, enabling efficient analyses that guarantee full code coverage. Moreover, our framework correctly deals with homonym classes defined by different classloaders and allows the developer to identify classloader namespaces (if desired) when writing dynamic analyses. The weaver can inspect RSI and classloader namespaces thanks to a new API, described in the next section.
The DiSL Reflection API
A key feature of our approach is the new DiSL Reflection API, which provides an interface to access RSI within the instrumentation server, as if the server could access the (future) Class instance corresponding to the class being instrumented. Moreover, our API allows inspecting classloader namespaces. Figure 3 . Classes and methods of the new DiSL Reflection API. Methods not relevant for this paper are omitted. Figure 3 summarises the key classes of the DiSL Reflection API. The purpose of the classes DiSLClassLoader and DiSLClass is to mirror their counterparts in the target application (i.e., ClassLoader and Class, respectively), such that RSI and classloader namespaces can be inspected from the instrumentation server. Each time a new classloader is used to load a class, the corresponding instance of DiSLClassLoader is created in the instrumentation server. Similarly, when a class is loaded by the target application, the server creates the corresponding DiSLClass.
DiSLClassLoader represents the namespace of the corresponding classloader within the instrumentation server; in particular, it maintains the mapping from fully qualified class names to the corresponding DiSLClass instances. Thanks to our API, an instrumentation is able to correctly handle homonym classes defined by different classloaders. Internally, DiSLClassLoader instances are identified by a unique ID (line 2). ID 0 corresponds to the bootstrap classloader, ID 1 corresponds to the application classloader, while subsequent IDs identify other user-defined classloaders.
A DiSLClass allows inspecting RSI of a class from the instrumentation server. In particular, it exposes the superclass (line 12) and the directly implemented interfaces (line 13) of a class. Our approach ensures that when a class is being instrumented, the corresponding DiSLClass and those of all its supertypes are available. Supertype information returned by a DiSLClass is fully compliant with the JVM specification [15] . 11 DiSLClass also offers the convenience 11 The contracts of the methods getSuperclass and getInterfaces are the same of the homonym methods in java.lang.Class, with the exception that interfaces are returned using a Stream rather than an array. Table 1 . Abstract data types used in Figure 5 and their translation into Java, C or JNI types. List<String> char ** P An ordered pair < STRING, LONG >. The first element represents a class P { typedef struct { fully qualified class name; the second element the ID of a classloader.
String name; long id; } char *name; jlong id;} P P A list of P pairs. List<P> P * Table 2 . Operations on abstract data types used in Figure 5 . ϵ denotes a null value, while () denotes the empty list. method getSupertypes to retrieve all (direct and indirect) supertypes of a class, including the class itself.
The DiSL Reflection API is typically used in guards during the instrumentation process. To this end, our API introduces new context information than can be accessed by guards through the ReflectionContext (line 18). In particular, this class provides the DiSLClass (line 19) of the class currently under instrumentation, allowing guards to perform their checks based on RSI.
Profiling Subtypes of A Thanks to the provision of RSI and classloader namespaces, DiSL-based analyses running on our framework can avoid inserting expensive runtime checks in many loaded classes (see Figure 1(b) ), as the weaver can insert instrumentation code only into the classes in the scope of the analysis. Figure 4 shows a DiSL snippet and guard implementing the sample analysis introduced in Section 3. Instead of inserting runtime checks in every class, the snippet inserts instrumentation code (line 4) only if the associated guard (line 2) evaluates to true. The guard (executed at instrumentation-time) resorts to the DiSL Reflection API to instrument only A and its subtypes (line 8) by retrieving the DiSLClass of the class being instrumented through the ReflectionContext (line 11), and checking whether class A (line 12) is among its supertypes. If desired, the guard can specify the namespace where A should be defined. For example, the code in the figure ensures that only subtypes of a class or interface named A defined by the application classloader (line 13) are instrumented.
Implementation
The DiSL Reflection API enables efficient analyses thanks to the provisioning of RSI and classloader namespaces. In this section, we discuss the key implementation details of our approach, which ensures that such information is always available in the instrumentation server. We first outline the algorithms involved by means of abstract data types; then, we expand the discussion showing C and Java code. The abstract data types involved in this section are shown in Table 1 , and the operations defined on them are reported in Table 2 . We assume the existence of the types STRING and LONG. Note that lists are ordered and support concatenation through the ∥ operator. In the following text, we often assume that the server is instrumenting a class c. 12 Figure 5 reports the algorithm used to force the loading and instrumentation of c's supertypes. The algorithm is executed in a callback, invoked when c has been loaded in the target JVM (but before the JVM has created a Class representing c). The callback has access to the byte array representing c as loaded from the classfile (which can be modified by the instrumentation server), and the defining classloader of c. First, the algorithm retrieves the fully qualified name of c's superclass (line 2) and triggers its loading through the helper function loadAndGetClassloaderID (line 3). In particular, this function asks the JVM to load the supertype using the defining classloader of c via loadClass (line 14). This process is then repeated for each of the interfaces directly implemented by c (lines 5-7). Note that loadClass triggers the nested execution of the callback in the context of a supertype of c, resulting in the recursive loading of every supertype of c, including indirect ones. When the foreach loop terminates (line 10), every supertype of c has been loaded and instrumented. At this time, complete RSI of c is available in the instrumentation server, and the algorithm can send the class to the server for instrumentation (line 11).
Forced Loading of Supertypes
The above algorithm is implemented in the JVMTI agent attached to the target JVM. In particular, the callback and its arguments are provided by JVMTI, which allows an agent to be notified and execute custom code upon class loading. 13 Functions superclass and interfaces are implemented by looking up the byte array representing c at specific indices, following the class file format [15] . Finally, the C code for 12 For simplicity, error-handling code is not shown here. 13 See the JVMTI documentation of the ClassFileLoadHook event for more information.
input :b original byte array of the loaded class l defining classloader of the loaded class output : B c instrumented byte array of the loaded class 1 loadClass is shown in Figure 6 . 14 The purpose of this function is to call l.loadClass(s) from native code through JNI, triggering the loading of a class named s by classloader l (lines [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Note that no class is loaded if l was already requested to load a class named s, and that l can delegate loading to another classloader. Special handling is needed if l is the bootstrap classloader. No object representing the bootstrap classloader is accessible in Java, thus no JNI calls can be made on l (l is null). In this case, we resort on the JNI function FindClass (line 2), which can look up and load classfiles located in the classpath using the bootstrap classloader.
According to the JVM specification, all supertypes of c must have been loaded before c is initialized and used by the target JVM. Our algorithm does not load any class that would not be loaded otherwise, resulting in no observable difference from the application perspective (apart from calls to the classloader possibly arriving in a slightly different order). Moreover, the JVM would initiate the loading of the supertypes of c using the same defining classloader of c. Our algorithm follows the same approach, resulting in no alteration of classloader namespaces in the target application.
Classloader Namespaces
The design behind DiSL mandates that the instrumentation server be completely independent from the target application; thus, any information related to the classes used by the application must be explicitly sent to the server by the JVMTI agent. The communication protocol of the current DiSL release just sends (to the server) the byte array of the class to be instrumented, without any classloader information. As a result, the current DiSL release is unaware of classloader namespaces.
Our framework maintains different classloader namespaces in the instrumentation server, ensuring that homonym classes defined by different classloaders are handled correctly. While maintaining separate namespaces, the server must ensure that the DiSLClass of a supertype can be retrieved by a subtype even if the two are defined by different classloaders. This situation occurs frequently; for example any application class (loaded by a user-defined classloader) has at least one supertype (Object) in the java.* package, and classes within java.* can be loaded only by the bootstrap classloader [15] . To handle such cases correctly, we modify the agent-to-server communication protocol, including additional data to identify classes univocally. The rest of this section describes the rationale of our approach and some implementation details.
Retrieving and Sending Classloader Data Apart from the byte array representing c (needed for instrumenting the class), the agent in our framework sends (to the server) the defining-classloader ID of c and complete information (fully qualified name and defining-classloader ID) of all direct supertypes of c. This information is retrieved during the forced loading of supertypes, as shown in Figure 5 . As soon as a supertype of c has been loaded, the agent retrieves the ID of its defining classloader (line 14) . Note that such classloader can be different from l in case of classloader delegation. The agent stores the ID along with the fully qualified name of the supertype just loaded in a dedicated structure (p s ) for the superclass (line 3) or in a dedicated list (p i ) for the interfaces implemented by c (line 8). When all the supertypes have been loaded, p s and p i contain all the necessary information to identify each supertype of c univocally. Such information is then set sent to the server (line 11) along with the definingclassloader ID of c. and 2) the call can occur during JVM bootstrap (when Java classes are being initialized), interfering with their loading. In this case, the function returns null (to represent the bootstrap classloader).
Finally, Figure 8 details the process of retrieving the ID of classloader l. The agent makes use of the JVMTI heap tagging feature to assign or retrieve a unique long tag to/from each classloader, using the tags as IDs. According to the specification of the DiSL Reflection API, the bootstrap classloader has ID 0 (line 3). For all other classloaders, the agent first checks whether the classloader has already been tagged, returning the corresponding tag in such case (lines 4-6). Otherwise, it tags the classloader with a successive unique ID (lines 7-10), returning the assigned tag. This implementation ensures that classloaders are tagged in the same order they are used by the JVM, such that the application classloader has ID 1, while subsequent user-defined classloaders have successive IDs. The code is atomically executed in a critical section, to avoid any race condition.
Maintaining Classloader Namespaces The instrumentation server uses the additional data sent by our agent to maintain classloader namespaces, enabling the inspection of RSI. For each loaded class c, this process involves: 1) creating a DiSLClassLoader instance cl corresponding to the defining loader of c, 2) creating a DiSLClass instance kl corresponding to c, and 3) inserting kl into cl. Figure 9 details the above operations. Note that this process occurs before c is actually instrumented (line 27), such that guards can access complete RSI during the instrumentation of c. First, the server obtains cl, (atomically) creating it if c is the first class loaded by the classloader (line 23). Then, the server creates a new DiSLClass (line 25) using the information received from the agent. A DiSLClass instance is immutable, since all the information required to completely represent its state are known at creation time. Upon creation, an implementation of a DiSLClass (shown as DiSLClassImpl in the figure) needs to obtain the DiSLClass instances of its supertypes (lines [11] [12] . To this end, the server queries the defining classloader of each direct supertype for the corresponding DiSLClass (via method getDiSLClass; lines [15] [16] [17] [18] . Due to the forced loading of supertypes, DiSLClass and DiSLClassLoader lookup is guaranteed to succeed (apart from the corner cases described in Section 5.3). As last step, the server (atomically) inserts kl into cl (line 26).
Preprocessing Java Core Classes
The forced loading of supertypes makes RSI available in the instrumentation server. This process relies on JNI to call Java methods from native code (see Figure 6 ). Unfortunately, JNI is not available during the primordial phase of the JVM, when the JVM and the core Java classes are being initialized. As a result, the forced loading of supertypes cannot be ensured for all the Java classes loaded during the primordial phase of the JVM. This fact can lead to failures when retrieving RSI, if c is loaded during the primordial phase and one or more supertypes of c have not been loaded yet.
For example, in the JVM used in the evaluation (more details in Section 6), java.lang.Thread (which implements java.lang.Runnable) is loaded before Runnable during the primordial phase, leading to failures when a guard attempts to retrieve RSI of Thread.
Our framework tackles this issue by precomputing the DiSLClass of each class inside package java.*. The correctness of our approach is supported by the fact that all classes inside java.* can be loaded only by the bootstrap classloader (such that their defining classloader is always known). Precomputing reflective information of the Java core classes ensures the correct provisioning of complete RSI, assuming that the Java class library used for the precomputation and the one of the target application is the same.
Evaluation
In this section, we show that our approach can significantly reduce the overhead of an analysis with full code coverage.
Experimental Setup The target of our evaluation is task profiling on DaCapo [3] , a well-known Java benchmark suite including several multi-threaded applications. We resort to tgp 15 , a DiSL-based task profiler for the JVM. tgp profiles every task (i.e., subtypes of java.lang.Runnable and java.lang.Callable) spawned by the target application. Amongst others, tgp profiles the granularity of each task in terms of machine instructions and reference cycles using hardware performance counters. Such metrics are very sensitive to perturbations introduced by the inserted instrumentation code; hence, low profiling overhead is fundamental to collect accurate metrics. For each detected task, tgp instruments the methods run, call, and the constructors.
For the evaluation, we use a server-class machine equipped with two NUMA nodes, each with an Intel Xeon E5-2680 (2.7 GHz) processor with 8 cores and 64 GB of RAM, running under Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Turbo Boost and Hyper-threading are disabled, and the CPU governor is set to "performance". We use Java 1.8.0_131 and the Java HotSpot 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.131-b11). We profile all the benchmarks included in the suite; the input size is set to "default". The profiling overhead of eclipse and tomcat is not reported because the two benchmarks do not pass output validation on Java 8 (even without profiling).
Efficiency Here, we evaluate the speedup enabled by our framework. To this end, we compare the slowdown caused by tgp when running on the current DiSL release (resorting to runtime checks), and when running on our extended framework (using the DiSL Reflection API). In both settings, we set the number of warmup iterations per benchmark to 14; we profile the 15th iteration to measure steady-state performance. The observed JVM is pinned to a different NUMA node from the one executing the instrumentation server, to Figure 10 . Profiling overhead on our framework (using the DiSL Reflection API) vs. the current DiSL release (resorting to runtime checks). minimize interference of the instrumentation server with the observed JVM. We show our results in Figure 10 (for each benchmark, we report the median overhead of 11 runs in separate JVM processes). The overhead introduced by our framework is low for most of the benchmarks, with slowdowns below 1% in batik, luindex, lusearch, and xalan; below 2% in fop, h2, jython, and sunflow; below 5% in tradebeans and tradesoap. The only benchmarks that suffer from moderate overhead are avrora and pmd, with slowdowns around 14% and 12%, respectively. On the other hand, the overhead caused by the current DiSL release is always higher than the one of our new framework, with slowdowns that can be as high as 46% (fop). On average, using our framework incurs a minor slowdown of 3%, whereas the current DiSL release causes a non-negligible overhead of 19%. Such a high overhead stems from the expensive runtime checks needed in several methods when the DiSL Reflection API is not available. The average difference between the overhead introduced by our framework and the current DiSL release is 16%, while the maximum is 45% (fop).
Overall, the DiSL Reflection API can significantly speed up certain analyses wrt. the current DiSL release. In the case of tgp, the high overhead introduced by runtime checks jeopardizes the accuracy of the collected hardware-level metrics, which are very sensitive to perturbations caused by the inserted instrumentation code. On the other hand, the metrics collected with our framework suffer much less from such perturbations (as indicated by the much lower overhead), enabling a more accurate analysis.
Preprocessing Java Core Classes Our framework preprocesses reflective information of the Java core classes to provide complete RSI. Here, we support the need for preprocessing such classes. Without preprocessing, a guard may fail to retrieve RSI of a Java class, making it impossible to determine whether the class shall be instrumented or not. As reported in Table 3 (second column), this situation affects task profiling in four benchmarks: eclipse (225 tasks), sunflow (17 tasks), tomcat (54 tasks), and tradebeans (3 tasks).
The classes defining such tasks (e.g., java.lang.Thread) are loaded before their supertypes (e.g., java.lang.Runnable) during the primordial phase of the JVM, where the forced loading of supertypes is not possible. As a result, the guards in tgp cannot access their RSI at instrumentation-time. This can lead to several undetected tasks.
One approach to guarantee full code coverage in the analysis is inserting runtime checks in all classes where RSI is not available. Unfortunately, this approach causes the execution of several runtime checks in all benchmarks. As shown by Table 3 (third and fifth columns), this solution causes the execution of more than 2 billion checks in eclipse, jython, sunflow, and tradesoap, and more than 1 billion checks in h2 and tomcat, resulting in unnecessary slowdowns. Moreover, performing dynamic checks in inserted code is known to be deadlock-prone if such code is inserted in the Java class library (as in this case) [9] . Such checks can be totally avoided by preprocessing the Java core classes, ensuring that complete RSI is available even for classes loaded during the primordial phase. Thanks to preprocessing, our framework does not introduce any unnecessary slowdown, enabling more efficient analyses while providing full code coverage.
Coverage Finally, we evaluate the coverage of our approach in terms of the number of profiled tasks. To this end, we compare the coverage of an AspectJ-based recast of tgp (effectively excluding the packages java.*, javax.*, and sun.reflect.* from instrumentation) with the coverage of tgp when running on our framework. Table 4 reports our results. In all 14 benchmarks, our framework profiles the same number of tasks (in 3 benchmarks) or more tasks (in 11 benchmarks) than AspectJ, with notable differences in eclipse (229 tasks), pmd (254 tasks), and tomcat (346 tasks). Considering the coverage offered by AspectJ vs. DiSL (rightmost column), AspectJ profiles on average only 71% of the tasks spawned, failing to profile any task in the fop benchmark. The limited coverage results from the fact that AspectJ cannot instrument any task defined in the Java class library (such as Thread or FutureTask). On the other hand, our framework offers full code coverage, enabling the instrumentation of tasks inside the Java class library.
Discussion
In this section, we report additional features offered by our approach and discuss its limitations.
Reclamation of Classloader Namespaces In the target application, ClassLoader or Class objects may be reclaimed by the garbage collector. When this occurs, our approach ensures that the corresponding DiSLClassLoader or DiSLClass instances in the instrumentation server can be reclaimed as well, to avoid a memory leak in the instrumentation server. To this end, the JVMTI agent attached to the target application is notified when a tagged Classloader object has been freed by the garbage collector (via the JVMTI ObjectFree event). As our agent only tags ClassLoader objects, this event can only be sent upon the reclamation of a classloader. When the event occurs, the agent signals to the server the need for invalidating the namespace of the just freed classloader. In turn, the server removes any reference to the corresponding DiSLClassLoader and the DiSLClass instances composing the namespace, such that they will eventually be reclaimed by the garbage collector of the instrumentation-server JVM.
Freeing up a DiSLClass along with the corresponding DiSLClassLoader is fully compliant with the Java language specification [14] , stating that a class can be reclaimed if and only if its defining classloader may be reclaimed (because classloaders maintain strong references to the loaded classes). As a result, our agent does not need to tag each Class object and notify the server upon the reclamation of each of them. While classloader reclamation does not strictly imply that classes in its namespace have been already reclaimed, they are by no means reachable by application code and will eventually be reclaimed as well; hence, it is safe to reclaim the corresponding DiSLClass instances in the instrumentation server.
Preprocessing Classes Outside java.* Our framework can safely preprocess the Java core classes (i.e., classes inside the java.* package) because they are always defined by the bootstrap classloader [15] . To enable complete RSI, our framework must also preprocess the supertypes of each Java core class; however, some of them fall outside java.* (for example, we observed the presence of supertypes inside javax.*, sun.*, or com.sun.*). Our framework ensures a correct preprocessing of such classes, even if their defining classloader is (in principle) not regulated by the JVM specification. Indeed, not-yet-loaded supertypes would be loaded during subtype resolution, using the same defining classloader of the subtype. Since the subtype will always be loaded by the bootstrap classloader (that cannot delegate the loading), the supertypes will always be loaded by the bootstrap classloader, too. Consequently, preprocessing supertypes of the Java core classes is compliant with the JVM specification, even if they are declared outside java.*.
Instrumentation State
The forced loading of supertypes employed in our approach ensures that a subtype will be instrumented after all its supertypes (except for the classes loaded during the primordial phase). Thus, custom instrumentation state can be passed from the instrumentation of a supertype to the instrumentation of a subtype. Our framework allows developers to attach custom instrumentation state to DiSLClass instances. The instrumentation state of supertypes is available through the DiSL Reflection API. Instrumentation state eases the propagation of instrumentation-time information to subtypes, such as properties of a class or bytecode-level statistics. Note that propagation of the instrumentation state cannot be guaranteed for classes loaded during the primordial phase, when subtypes may be instrumented before supertypes (see Section 5.3).
Checking Classloader IDs Our approach allows instrumenting the subtypes of a class based not only on its fully qualified name, but also on its defining classloader, by setting up guard checks against classloaders (see Figure 4) . In this respect, our approach offers more flexibility than the AspectJ subtype pattern ('+' operator) that does not allow specifying the defining classloader.
Limitations Other analyses making use of the JVMTI heap tagging feature may interfere with our framework. In particular, such analyses could modify the order in which classloaders are tagged or could modify the tag of an alreadytagged classloader (JVMTI supports only a single tag per object). Moreover, they could interfere with the reclamation of classloader namespaces, because the agent may receive ObjectFree events even for objects that are not classloaders. Such interference can be avoided by resorting to a weak-key hash map 16 in native code to map classloaders to IDs, instead of relying on JVMTI heap tagging. This solution would guarantee a correct assignment of IDs to classloaders. Moreover, it would still allow namespace reclamation by periodically checking whether a weak reference to a classloader points to a freed object (via the JNI method IsSameObject), notifying the server in such case.
While our framework enables the instrumentation of a method m based on complete RSI of the class where m is defined, it does not guarantee the availability of RSI for the arguments of m. Similarly, for call sites, RSI for the receiver and method arguments is not guaranteed available. This limitation arises from the fact that class loading is forced only for the supertypes of a class being loaded, but not for types that may occur as method arguments or as receivers of method calls. Enabling forced loading in the latter cases would likely result in a huge memory footprint and slow startup due to excessive class loading.
weaver of AspectJ (running in the same process as the target application, hence resulting in limited code coverage).
DPAC [6] is a dynamic analysis framework for the JVM. Similarly to DiSL, DPAC performs the instrumentation at load-time in a JVM running in a separate process, intercepting class loading through a JVMTI agent. To the best of our knowledge, DPAC does not provide access to complete RSI at instrumentation-time. Our approach can benefit frameworks like DPAC, providing complete RSI in the weaver.
Several bytecode engineering libraries facilitate bytecode instrumentation. Javassist [5] is a load-time bytecode manipulation library that enables structural reflection, i.e., altering the definition of classes or methods. Javassist provides convenient source-level abstractions and also supports a bytecode-level API allowing one to directly edit a classfile. ASM [17] and BCEL [23] provide low-level APIs to analyze, create, and transform Java class files. Java classes are represented as objects that contain all the information of the given class: constant pool, methods, fields, and bytecode instructions. Additionally, ASM supports load-time transformation of Java classes. Soot [25] is a bytecode optimization framework supporting multiple bytecode representations in order to simplify the analysis and the transformation of Java bytecode. Spoon [18] is a framework for program transformation and static analysis in Java, which reifies the program with respect to a meta-model. This allows direct access and modification of its structure at compile-time and allows inserting code using an AOP-based notation.
Several profilers based on Java bytecode instrumentation can benefit from our approach. LiLa [8] is a listener latency profiler that helps tuning interactive Java applications. LiLa captures all calls to and returns from listener methods via compile-time instrumentation. LiLa instruments every class implementing a listener interface, resorting to static analysis to determine the subtypes of such interfaces. As a result, the traces produced by LiLa may lack of full code coverage. This problem could be fixed by recasting LiLa in our framework, exploiting accurate and complete RSI at load-time. AkkaProf [21] profiles the utilization of Akka actors and the communication between them. To this end, AkkaProf instruments several methods and the constructors of every subtype of the abstract class akka.actor.Actor. AkkaProf is based on the current DiSL release; hence, it relies on expensive runtime checks to correctly identify subtypes of Actor. Such checks can be avoided with our framework to reduce the profiling overhead.
Conclusions
This paper presents a novel technique to reify the class hierarchy (including classloader namespaces) of an instrumented application within a separate instrumentation process. Our technique ensures that accurate and complete RSI is available for each class to be instrumented. We implement our technique in the dynamic analysis framework DiSL. The instrumentation process in our enhanced framework is aware of classloader namespaces and correctly deals with homonym classes defined by different classloaders. An evaluation conducted on task profiling of the DaCapo benchmarks shows that our approach can lead to significant speedups (up to 45%) for an analysis with full code coverage.
Our extended DiSL framework is integrated in the latest open-source release of DiSL (available at https://disl.ow2. org/).
